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THE BL O G C O VE RS RE L E ASE S IN THE ARE AS O F FRE E AND MAINSTRE AM JAZZ,
W O RL D MU SIC , " ART" RO C K, AND THE BL U E S. C L ASSIC AL C O VE RAGE , W HIC H
W AS O RIGINAL L Y HE RE , C O NTINU E S O N THE GAP P L E GATE C L ASSIC AL -MO DE RN
RE VIE W (SE E L INK O N THIS P AGE ). W HE RE ARE W E RIGHT NO W AND HO W DID
W E GE T HE RE ? THAT'S THE C O NC E RN.
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Ravi Shankar is no more. That is,
he is no more as a living physical entity on this earth. His
music, his spiritual energy lives on, and it will as long as we
have the ears and human goodness to comprehend such
things.
As if to confirm that and to keep it all in motion, we have a
DVD of a later concert appearance, Ravi in his '90s, from
2011--Tenth Decade in Concert: Live in Escondido (East

Samuel Blaser Quartet, As
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Eric Zinman, Rocks in the
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Fire Music, Volume One, An
Anthology of Classic
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Meets West Music 1007).
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Ravi brings in a larger-than-usual group, with two tampuras, a

Brian Groder, Tonino Miano,
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second sitarist to reinforce lines in the compositional sections
and as additional sound, flute and kanjira, tabla, and tabla
tarang.
The full concert is I believe present on this disc, and it is a
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good one. Ravi sounds wonderful. Though he does not attempt
the most difficult of technical feats he routinely locked into
early in his career on, he shows the full wisdom of his melodic
genius, with sublime play in alap and mid-tempo.
Ravi Shankar the leader and musical innovator shows itself as
strongly as ever. There are compositional elements on display,
innovations such as the combination of tabla and tabla tarang
harmonizing in some of the tal cycles, and the example of
Goonja Sitar, an unusual sound produced by dampening the
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strings with a cloth near the tailpiece of the sitar.
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Melody was all conquering that day, as was rhythm. The

Sunny Kim, Painter's Eye

rhythmic interaction of Ravi and Tanmoy Bose on the tabla is
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superb, as is the percussion interlude of Bose, Samir

Peter Van Huffel's Gorilla
Mask, Howl!

Chatterjee on tabla tarang and Ravichandra Kumir on kanjira (a
kind of tambourine-like drum).
Ravi Shankar shines forth with all the brilliance of his being in
this concert. Ill, near death, physically somewhat frail, he
nevertheless gives you the essence of his greatness. He
shows as much as ever the joy and devotion to music that
made him the master--the intense concentration, the triumph
of music over matter.
He changed our world. He will ever change our world. This DVD
shows why. Even toward the very end of his life. The DVD
depicts a moving performance, a beautiful ensemble, and the
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presence of inspiration and love. Get it and you will be put in a
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very good place.
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New York City Metro Area,
United States
I am a life-long writer, musician,
composer and editor. I wrote
for Cadence for many years, a
periodical covering jazz and
improv music. My combined
Blogspot blogs (as listed in the pdfcrowd.com
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Blogspot blogs (as listed in the
links) now cover many
thousands of recordings in
review. It's been a labor of
love. The music is chosen
because I like it, for the most
part, so you won't find a great
deal of nastiness here. I have
no affiliations and gain nothing
from liking what I do, so that
makes me somewhat impartial. I
do happen to like a set of
certain musics done well, so it's
not everything released that
gets coverage on these blogs. I
ran a guitar shop for a while. It
rolled out two months before
the Recession. That was
interesting. Thanks to it my life
is quite interesting in a way I
would not have liked to
entertain in my youth. In short
I am not wallowing in wealth
and glory. Yeah, I went to
schools and got degrees. All
that means I carry with me
more in my head than I did
before school and I've gained
the ability to express those
thoughts in my own way. I
appreciate my readers. You are
pdfcrowd.com

in on the ground floor! Thank
you.
View my complete profile
All content copyright 2009-13
Grego Applegate Edwards. He is
an independent writer with no
ties to any organization or
company.
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